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Hello,

We have had a full and exciting 2018 and hope you have too! Throughout the year, we
collaborated with some inspirational and enthusiastic people and groups on a range of
projects, developing robust and sustainable relationships.
Notably, this year we have embedded our working relationships with some groups and
partnerships forging long-lasting and significant pieces of work for WSA Community
Consultants.
A great example of this is our work with the Everyone’s Business Campaign: we have
worked with the Maternal Mental Health Alliance on this campaign for 6 years now,
initially in partnership with Gillian Granville Associates and more lately with Gillian,
Helen Garforth and Kim Donahue. Whilst we have offered an external facilitation and
voice to the Campaign as evaluators, we have also been honoured to see the amazing
and impactful work that the Campaign and Alliance continue to do to support women
and families across the UK.
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Introduction

We have shared learning between projects and look to continue to build a range of
knowledge with regard to what works well and then use this to enhance and support
all the projects we’re involved with. We also continue to connect communities,
organisations and stakeholders with each other where we can see synergy or where it
would add value.
This year we have forged some new relationships and been moved by some very
meaningful work. This included venturing into working globally around patient voice
and participation, through working with the Our Views, Our Voices advocates aligned
to the Non Communicable Diseases Alliance. This project has given us the opportunity
to meet a fantastic group of advocates and people willing to share their lived
experience to benefit others.
In this annual report, we aim to update you on the projects we’ve been involved in
during 2018. We also want to acknowledge the local skills, talents and assets in the
communities we work with. We continue to link our projects and build knowledge
across the sectors in which we’re involved.
Our clients have included charities, community groups, voluntary groups and statutory
providers. We would like to take this opportunity to thank those with whom we’ve
worked. It’s been a privilege to see some really great work being delivered to benefit
communities.
If you’d like to find out more about the work we do, our values and who we are, please
visit our website at www.wsacommunity.co.uk.
We are also on Twitter at twitter.com/WSACommunity.
Best wishes,

Wendy, and all at WSA Community Consultants
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WSA Community Consultants is committed to developing
and sharing knowledge and experiences. Through building
networks to bring people together, all of the projects we
work on inform each other, leading to the experiential
learning that is part of our value base.
Our projects often involve elements of each of the following areas but are
grouped here to best demonstrate our work in these areas and show the
positive impact for our clients and, more importantly, the people in the
communities they represent.
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Wendy Sugarman, Company Director – email Wendy
Mariann Dosa, Project Support and Research Officer – email Mariann
Vicky Tedder, Project Support and Research Officer (on maternity leave)
Emma Morgan, Community Outreach and Support – email Emma
Chetna Kapacee, Project Support and Events Organiser – email Chetna
Visit our website to find out more about the team.
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Our Team

WSA Team News
You may have noticed we’ve had some changes to our team in 2018. In
summer, Vicky began her maternity leave and we welcomed Mariann in her
role until summer 2019. Vicky has now had her daughter Cerys and we wish
them all well!
Priscilla Donkor will be joining the WSA team as Project Support and Admin
Officer from January 2019.

Key Partners
We work with a number of associates and partners each year. In 2018, our key
relationships were with:
• Just Ideas for patient-voice work
• Community Regen for neighbourhood-based Theory of Change approach
• Sian Penner Associates for learning and networking – London Clusters,
People’s Health Trust Community Development
• Gillian Granville has continued to be a partner and ongoing support around
evaluation and Theory of Change approach and methods specifically on the
Everyone’s Business evaluation
• Helen Garforth from Just Ideas and Kim Donahue as part of the MMHA
Everyone’s Business evaluation team
• Mandy Wilson as partner in Community Works and consultancy support for
the InterAct programme for Clarion Housing
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Getting the community involved in changes that affect
their future plays a large role in most of the projects that
WSA is involved in. The following projects in particular
highlight how empowering residents leads to outcomes
with community support.
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Community
Development
and Engagement

Wick Award Partnership

Capacity Building Support
WSA Community Consultants is working with Wick Award
Partnership as it looks to provide targeted and bespoke
support to help local groups in Hackney Wick to build
their capacity and sustainability. Some of the groups have
received Wick Award Community Chest funding in the past.
The first phase of this work in autumn 2018 is to get to know
the groups by building relationships and scoping out their
needs in order to develop individual action plans for support
and/or intervention and to add value and build confidence
and trust. This is very much an organic process as it will
respond to the differing groups’ needs and experience.
Carrying on from this into 2019, and based on impressions
of the groups’ needs, a core programme of bespoke support,
training and information sharing will be delivered.
We’ll then be evaluating the impact of the support given
and what has been learned to provide direction on how this
will help the groups moving forward, as well as producing a
report on capacity building support. The aim is to increase
participation of local people and for the groups to be able to
attract increased social and economic investment.

Making an
Impact on Local
Communities
The groups identified
for capacity building
support from the Wick
Award Partnership are:
• Trowbridge Seniors
Club
• St Mary of Eton
Church
• Wickers Charity
• Gascoyne Over 50s
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InterAct Programme
Working together with Mandy Wilson, WSA has been
providing support for 12 community groups across
England that have taken on the running of community
assets via asset transfer from Clarion housing
association and supported by Clarion Futures.
In transferring assets such as small community centres
to be run by community groups and volunteers, the
aim is to better engage the local community. For each
group participating in InterAct, we have provided two
days of support, dependent on what each group feels
it needs, whether that be advice, training, facilitating
meetings or something else.
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Clarion Community Assets

Each group faces unique circumstances, so different
methods of community engagement apply. Through
an interactive exercise at the launching conference,
each group was supported to develop a mini Theory
of Change to help residents identify what they want
to change for their particular centre, and how they
can then plan and evaluate that process of change.
A final conference will take place in January 2019 to
evaluate the learning and share stories of what worked
and what the groups can learn from each other.
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Active Communities
Programme
In 2018, we once again worked with the People’s Health
Trust, in partnership with Sian Penner Associates, to
provide development support.
This involved supporting community groups and
communities of interest in understanding the values and
outcomes of the Active Communities Programme and
supporting them to translate their ideas into funding
applications that meet the criteria and address the
outcomes of the programme.
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People’s Health Trust

We supported numerous areas this year, including
HealthLives (specifically Redbridge and Barking &
Dagenham), HealthWisdom (Southwark and Lewisham)
and HealthConfirm (HealthConfirm (Reading / Berkshire).
We are happy that some of those we supported have
now received funding.
This work includes outreach to identify community
groups in specific boroughs and direct support to groups.
For more about the project, see the website for the
People’s Health Trust Active Communities Programme.
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Community Engagement in
Leamington
WSA Community Consultants were independent consultants for Warwick
District Council undertaking community engagement in areas of Leamington
with a high concentration of student residents.
The engagement activities have focused on the support services that all
sections of the community, including students and longer-term residents,
would like to see in order to help support cohesion. The results of this work
will feed into the Student Housing Strategy of the District Council.
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Warwick District Council

In August 2018, we consulted a number of stakeholders in Leamington to
understand what support services had been available for local communities and
where the potential gaps had been in the provision of such services. We engaged
with the staff of local community centres, charities and voluntary organisations,
members of residents’ associations, churches, Warwick University, the Student
Union and local councillors, among other stakeholders.
Following on from these conversations, we engaged with student and resident
communities in different areas of Leamington via door-knocking, street
interviews, drop-in sessions, focus groups and online surveys. We presented
our findings and recommendations to the District Council in December 2018.
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Supporting Big Local Areas and
Learning Across London
Wendy has been a Big Local Rep since August 2011 and over the years has
supported six areas as well as being a Local Trust Assessor. In 2018, she
continued her work as a Big Local Rep in Slade Green in Bexley and commenced
working with the William Morris area in Waltham Forest.
Acting as a Big Local Rep in Slade Green since 2012, Wendy has offered support
and guidance to the Partnership in order to support them in delivery of their plan.
The goal is to create sustainable change and build a legacy for the community. For
instance, efforts to train local people to be HGV drivers has led to their ongoing
employment. The local football team, the Slade Green Knights, was formed with
support from Big Local and is now doing really well and engaging over 150 young
people per week.
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Big Local

The William Morris Big Local area in Waltham Forest is one of the first in the
country to go plastic free. That’s just one of the environmentally focused initiatives
happening. The area is also in the process of commissioning a scheme to improve
front gardens and set up a tool-lending library. Wendy took up the role as a Big
Local Rep this year at an exciting time, as work progresses on delivery of a new
plan. This will include building on current efforts to reduce social isolation (games
club, afternoon tea for older people), promoting work around social entrepreneurs
and supporting a community forum to discuss ward issues.
This year WSA, along with Sian Penner Associates, has been scoping and planning
ways to get the 26 Big Local areas across London to link together and share and
learn from each other. By working with other Big Local Reps, the aim is to identify
common interests and best practice in order to provide the best outcomes for the
communities they are supporting and help build a legacy.
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WSA Community Consultants’ broad background in
community development and related areas has enabled
us to provide informed, independent evaluation of projects
from local to national scale and communicate our findings
in clear, useful reports. We have used and developed a
realist Theory of Change framework to plan and deliver
evaluation.
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Evaluation

Maternal Mental Health Alliance

Everyone’s Business –
Turning the Map Green
Building on previous work, we’ve continued our evaluation
of the second phase of the Maternal Mental Health
Alliance’s Everyone’s Business campaign.

To keep up with the
campaign, follow

#everyonesbusiness
on Twitter.

WSA Community Consultants is leading a partnership to undertake
the external evaluation for phase two of the Maternal Mental Health
Alliance’s Everyone’s Business campaign. This builds on our previous work
with Gillian Granville Associates on the evaluation of the first phase of this
campaign (see 2016 Independent Evaluation Report).
The Everyone’s Business campaign calls for all women throughout the UK who
experience a perinatal mental illness to receive the care they and their families
need, wherever and whenever they need it. It recognises that 1 in 10 women
develop a mental illness during pregnancy or within the first year after having
a baby, and the effect if this is untreated or unrecognised. It also works around
the postcode lottery and has maps showing progress following funding
pledged in England and Wales; but there is still patchy provision of specialist
services, so there remains more work to do to campaign for full parity.
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During 2018 our work has included undertaking
fieldwork and producing an interim report which
brings together the learning so far and highlights
key changes. The following quote from the interim
evaluation report shows clearly the attribution given
to the Campaign by stakeholders:
“I’ve no doubt that one of the reasons
that this has become a priority for
investment is because of the lobbying,
the campaigning and the evidence base.
That’s been an essential and helpful
part of the work that the Alliance has
done, but now, excitingly, that’s really
getting turned into service delivery.” –
National stakeholder
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(Everyone’s Business – Turning the Map Green)

We have also facilitated workshops in all four
nations to share the findings of the interim report.
We’re continuing to work with the campaign team
to understand the next steps for the campaign and
key areas of focus that will support the campaign
moving forward across all four nations.
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Leonard Cheshire Disability

EVS at Leonard
Cheshire

We are the external evaluator for Leonard
Cheshire Disability on the EVS programme
and have worked with stakeholders to
develop a Theory of Change to evaluate
the EVS overseas volunteering project.
European Voluntary Service (EVS) is
a longstanding programme bringing
volunteers from across Europe to
volunteer placements of a year in the UK.
This has been implemented by Leonard
Cheshire to bring in new volunteers to
their residential services to organise
activities and events with the residents.
In early 2018, we worked with volunteers,
staff and residents to develop a Theory
of Change to use to evaluate the project
and what its aims and indicators of
success would be. We noted that the
mechanisms that drive the change work
both by supporting residents but also to a
lesser extent volunteers and the services
themselves. By taking this into account,
it will be possible for a more sustainable
change to take place for residents.
From September 2018, we have been
going back to services and stakeholders to
evaluate these changes and look at what’s
working well and where there could be
further changes. We look forward to
continuing this evaluation work in 2019.

Why Theory of Change?
Theory of Change is a way of planning
and evaluating programmes. It works
to explain the current context for
a programme (the assumptions). It
outlines the processes that help to
make change happen (the drivers),
the ultimate changes that it aims to
achieve (outcomes), and how success
will be measured in relation to the
changes that are being aimed for
(indicators).
WSA Community Consultants uses a
realist approach to Theory of Change,
supported by Gillian Granville and
refined through undertaking longterm evaluations and reviewing
methodology and approach, to ensure
we’re working in a way that is both
current and supportive of what works
well for the client.
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Opening Doors

Our second project with Leonard Cheshire in 2018
gave us a welcome chance to meet the people
using the services as part of our evaluation of this
volunteer-matching programme.
From spring 2018, we conducted an evaluation on
the Opening Doors project as it came to the end of its
two-year programme in the East of England and the
Midlands. This was a project funded by the Lottery
to match volunteers who wanted to provide access
to social and leisure opportunities with residents in
Leonard Cheshire services.
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Leonard Cheshire Disability

The aims of this were to improve local connections,
confidence and skills of residents and volunteers alike,
as well as reducing social isolation by linking residents
with wider community activities and events.
We really enjoyed working on this project and getting
to visit some of the services.
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Notting Hill Genesis Housing Association

Grahame Park Theory
of Change
Working with Paul Bragman Community and
Economic Regeneration Consultants (Community
Regen), we guided 14 organisations through a
Theory of Change process to engage stakeholders
in achieving the north London neighbourhood’s
vision. Our work continues as we evaluate the
Neighbourhood Theory of Change to measure the
changes and successes within the area.

In 2018, WSA and Community Regen built on
our previous year’s work developing a Theory of
Change for Grahame Park (watch interview), an area
undergoing substantial regeneration in Barnet. We’ve
been working with 14 organisations across the area
as this pilot stage has continued.
In partnership with the local stakeholders in Grahame
Park, we’ve developed a clear, new and different
approach to planning and evaluating neighbourhoodbased work. This has involved supporting one-to-one
meetings, group workshops and a learning event to
share how stakeholders can better align their work to
the Theory of Change, and how by working together
this can contribute to neighbourhood-wide change.

Grahame Park Vision
An engaged, strong, innovative
and prosperous community
where different people connect,
feel safe, share a sense of
ownership and are proud of
where they live, work and play.

In addition to this, we’re evaluating the impact of the
Theory of Change on the neighbourhood. The aim of
this is to share learning, identify where embedding
this process is working and address the challenges
where things aren’t working as well. A working group
chaired by Notting Hill Genesis and including a range
of local partners is supporting the evaluation process
and the wider implementation of the Theory of
Change in Grahame Park.
We report back on the evaluation in March 2019 and
look forward to sharing the findings with all involved
in Grahame Park.

Paul Bragman and Wendy
Sugarman being interviewed
by Notting Hill Genesis about
their experience of using Theory
of Change in a neighbourhood
development process.
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The WSA / Just Ideas partnership has worked on a range
of projects to encourage and build participation of patients
in health services, policies and strategies. We have and
continue to advocate for stronger involvement of people
living with a range of conditions in the design of services
and to build representation.
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Patient Voice –
Experts by
Experience

Alongside that, we work directly with people with lived
experience to support them in finding their voice and
sharing their experience to drive change.
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Supporting the Patient and
Public Voice
The WSA / JI partnership has been commissioned to support Patient and Public
Voice (PPV) Representatives within NHS England through offering a two-day
training programme in different locations across England. The training is also
open to some NHS staff members who want to better understand the PPV role.
PPV Representatives play a key role within NHS England, regional health
initiatives, Clinical Commissioning Groups and GP practice Patient Participation
Groups. The projects we have done recognise this and build on it as we work
with the PPV teams at NHS England.
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NHS England

Previously, we delivered a PPV training programme for NHS England (London)
across the capital for those working in a range of PPV roles. We also developed
some online learning courses for PPV partners to access. We are now delivering
a range of two-day training courses along with other training interventions. To
date, this training has consisted of three two-day courses delivered across the
country to support and encourage PPV reps within their role.

“It has been a fantastic opportunity, and exceptional training.
I was not as positive when I got here yesterday morning as I
am now. I’m going home with a sense that we will be able to
improve the system.” – PPV training participant
In addition to these sessions, we’ve also been working alongside a group of
13 PPV Partners as peer trainers to help us deliver the training and gain from
their experience in the role. This assistance has added value in the delivery of
the training alongside our team at some of the sessions.
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Our Views Our Voices
In May 2018, the WSA / JI partnership facilitated a twoday course in Geneva that provided a great opportunity
to learn about the lived experience of people living with
non-communicable diseases (NCDs) and assist them
in using their voices in their roles as advocates and
campaigners.
Often referred to as long-term conditions or chronic
illnesses, NCDs include cancer, cardiovascular disease,
chronic respiratory diseases, diabetes and mental
illness. Our Views, Our Voices is an initiative that
seeks to meaningfully involve people living with NCDs,
supporting and enabling individuals to share their views
to take action and drive change.
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NCD Alliance

In Geneva, Wendy Sugarman and Helen Garforth
got together with 21 people from 13 countries who
are living with (or caring for people with) a range of
conditions. We supported them through training to
develop their personal stories into compelling narratives
that they could share to show the impact and the needs.
In Helen’s wonderful blog post about the event, she
remarked that, “Personal stories and influences came
together to make the training a humbling and exciting
place to be.” It’s a sentiment with which Wendy agrees
wholeheartedly. The WSA / JI partnership also took
away a clear drive to strengthen the link between the
global campaign around NCDs and our work with PPV
partners in NHS England.
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Patient Action Group Training
WSA’s experience with empowering patient voice translated well to SouthEast Asia, where Wendy Sugarman along with Helen Garforth of Just Ideas
facilitated three days of sessions aimed at those working with patients and to
empower patients themselves.
The patients came from Patient Action Groups from nine different countries to
network and share their experience, as well as learn how to share their stories to
advocate for better patient-experience outcomes for all people living with rare
diseases, multiple sclerosis and diabetes.
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Asia Patient Action Groups

The sessions focused on ‘Finding and Using Your Voice’: they were designed
to support participants to share their experience and develop their confidence
in this. We created a ‘museum of lived experience’ as part of the session, and
people shared honestly and passionately about the challenges they face.
Working together, the group looked at techniques to address the challenges and
how they can share their story to affect change.
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A Letter from Bangkok
Shambhavi (Shamy) Ravishankar, one of our participants on
the Bangkok training programme, wrote the following:

My name is Shamy and I have Alagille Syndrome. As a raredisease patient, attending this training programme was such
an immense learning!
The training programme was a wonderful experience where
both the meeting of the minds and of the hearts took place. We
laughed, we cried, and we shared in each other’s experiences as
patients, as parents and as rare-disease advocates.
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Asia Patient Action Group

As we went through the training, not only did we gain skills
in successfully running or working for our rare-disease
organisations, we also learnt to find our voices. And how to
use our voices effectively to fight for the rights and dignity of
the rare-disease families in our countries.
We learnt the power of international and regional cooperation
and collaboration! We were separated by language, culture,
and countries, but we were united by our shared vision: A
world of dignity, respect, and empathy for our rare-disease
warriors and families, as well as for sustainability in
accessing cures and treatments.
One of my biggest takeaways personally was to never be
afraid to make the ask, from whomever. Whether it is a
governmental official, or a potential donor, if you do not ask,
they don’t even have the opportunity to consider it.
The manner in which you make the ask is equally important.
Using your personal story, and portraying it with positive
energy, has an important role in the overall negotiation and
persuasion process. Tailoring your message to your audience
helps in that endeavour.
The training activities emphasised drawing out our thoughts
and ideas, making them more impactful than a lecture. We
were made to think and draw on our experiences and innovate
ways and means to engage.
It made me feel like the answers are all within us, and that we
need only be trained to ask the right questions of ourselves
to be able to effectively communicate and interact with all
stakeholders in the rare-disease equation. The training gave
us the tools to use what we know and have, to make the impact
we so desire.
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As part of many of the projects we work on, WSA
Community Consultants provides training to help its clients
achieve their goals. This may involve group sessions or
one-to-one capacity building.

Community Works Training
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Training

Community-Focused Training Courses
WSA Community Consultants’ training programmes are based on our extensive
experience, and we have worked to develop a range of courses for a wide variety
of people who work with communities, including those in local authorities, housing
associations, health and the voluntary sector.
The courses listed below are being delivered by Community Works Training, which
is a partnership between Mandy Wilson and WSA Community Consultants.
WSA also offers tailored training and has developed a new one-day training the
trainers course aimed at those involved in peer research and facilitation.

An Introduction to Community Development

Aimed at those just starting out in community-based work, this course looks at the
values and principles that underpin good community development. It provides an
opportunity to explore and reflect on practice and the impact it has on communities.
People looking to incorporate community-development processes into other roles
have also found this course valuable.

Community Development for Experienced Practitioners
An opportunity for those with experience in a community-development role to deepen
their understanding of what they do, why they do it and how they do it. This course
links theory and practice, and provides an opportunity to reflect on participants’ roles
and community outcomes.

How to Engage with Communities

Designed for community-engagement practitioners who want to use creative methods of
engagement and facilitate community-led development. People in a variety of roles that
require facilitation and engagement skills and methods will find this course useful.

Evaluating Community Development and Measuring Change
Designed for people who work with community groups, projects or programmes, this
training helps participants develop a clear understanding of community-based evaluation.
It also provides some practical tools to strategically plan and evaluate.
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The WSA Community Consultants team is looking forward
to working with our partners, old and new, in 2019.
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Looking
Forwards
to 2019
WSA is keen to encourage…
• learning and sharing across projects and initiatives
• working together to achieve better outcomes for communities
• the listening to and sharing of lived experience to have a real impact on change

Developing Partnerships

We are committed to capacity building and strengthening community development,
and hope to make new links in 2019 to continue to achieve this. Please do get in touch
with us around work that you are doing – we’re interested in sharing good practice
and learning from other initiatives as well as offering support and intervention around
our broad scope of community development, participation, networking, training and
evaluation skills.

Community Collective

We’re also aware that working together gives strength and increased knowledge
and practice. To this end, Wendy is one of four Directors who have set up Community
Collective to build collaborative work and agendas. The other directors are Paul
Bragman, Kim Donahue and Sian Penner. Community Collective is already working
as part of the Power to Change Community University Partnership Initiative. We are
seeing 2019 as a great year for further collaboration and to really expand the reach of
Community Collective.

Contact Us

Please do get in contact to discuss potential partnerships, joint working or
just to share practice. You can email us at info@wsacommunity.co.uk, or call
Wendy on 07932 730477 or the office on 020 8376 0985.
We look forward to hearing from you and hope to work with you in 2019!
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